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The amorphous Co-doped MoS2 coated on high-crystallized pyrite-phase 

CoS2 hierarchical nanoarray exhibits ultrahigh activity towards acidic 

hydrogen evolution with a low onset potential (~44 mV) and a small 

overpotential of ~110.5 mV for driving the current density of ~10 mA cm
-2

, 

ascribed to the novel hierarchical structure and the Co doping caused 

synergistic effects. 

The generation of hydrogen, a sustainable, high-efficiency and clean 

next-generation alternative carbon-free energy carrier for replacing 

fossil fuels, has attracted extensive interest.1-3 The most promising 

way to produce clean hydrogen fuel is water splitting by either light 

or electricity.4 Though Pt-group metals have been demonstrated as 

most effect catalysts for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), the 

low-abundance and high-cost seriously limit the large-scale 

commercial application.5, 6 It’s vitally important to develop highly 

HER electrocatalytic active materials that are more earth-abundant 

and stable at lower costs, so that to pave the way for the hydrogen 

economy era.6 

Nanostructured molybdenum sulfide materials have been most 

extensively investigated as promising non-precious electrocatalysts 

for hydrogen evolution, where the HER active sites were 

demonstrated lying in the edges of MoS2 catalysts but not their basal 

planes.1, 7, 8 However, low conductivity, limited surface area, 

preferential exposure of the active sites and activation of the inactive 

edges for MoS2 materials still remain challenging.1, 9-12 To address 

the above issues, considerable research efforts have therefore been 

placed on promotion of MoS2 catalysts, with successful functional-

design examples including core-shell MoO3-MoS2 nanowires,9 

MoS2/graphene hybrid materials,1 transition-metal doped MoS2 

catalysts,13-15 N doped MoS2 material16 and amorphous MoS2 porous 

film11. In spite of these progresses, it is still intriguing to search new 

and effective approaches which would offer extra/better options and 

different ways of thinking to the functional design of MoS2 catalysts. 

Recently, a number of transition metal dichalcogenides materials, 

such as CoS2,6, 17 CoSe2,
5, 18 FeS2,

5, 17 and NiS2,
5, 17 which are low 

cost, earth-abundant and expected long-term stability in acidic 

operating environments, are explored for effective HER 

electrocatalysis. Among them, pyrite-phase CoS2 has been widely 

recognized as a superb catalyst with a great advantage of 

intrinsically metal-like conductivity.6, 19, 20 Therefore, the appropriate 

integration of the highly active site with the partially metallic 

features would prompt the catalytic performance significantly and 

open up new opportunities for building up high performance 

electrodes in further. 

Herein, we present a facile hydrothermal method to integrate the Co-

doped MoS2 nanosheets on the surface of metallic CoS2 nanocubes 

(CoS2@MoS2), where a robust and effective hierarchical structure 

towards HER was demonstrated in particular. As a binder-free 

electrode, such CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray with 

mesoporous surface exhibited excellent electrocatalytic activity, 

including onset potential as low as ~44 mV and low Tafel slope 

down to ~57.3 mV dec-1. The high performance was attributed to the 

Co-doping into amorphous MoS2, the unique hierarchical structure, 

the metallic property of pyrite-phase CoS2 and tight/direct binding 

between catalysts and substrate, and further demonstrated the 

importance of constructing micro-/nano-structured electrodes and 

introducing transition metals into MoS2 2D structures. 

The synthesis of CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray was performed 

in simple hydrothermal conditions involving precipitation and 

sulfidation of CoCl2 and (NH4)6Mo7O24 on a Ti substrate while 

thiourea (CS(NH2)2) was used as S source. After hydrothermal 

reaction, a pink-gray film (Fig. 1A) was formed on the originally 

bright Ti foil (Fig. S1) with intimate contact. The as-formed CoS2 

nanocubes with lateral size of several hundred nanometers were 

uniformly grown on Ti foil and densely coated by thin MoS2 

nanosheets, as revealed by SEM characterization (Fig. 1B). The 

growth process of CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray was 

schematically illustrated in Fig. 1C, based on SEM observation. 

There are two main steps in the formation: metallic CoS2 nanocubes 

growth and amorphous MoS2 nanosheets coating. At the initial stage, 

there were only tiny nuclei formed on the Ti substrate in 3 hours (Fig. 
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1D), while they grew into roughly cubic microstructures in 6 hours 

(Fig. 1E). Secondary growth of nanosheets on the submicrometer 

sized cubes started at the timepoint of 9 hours (Fig. 1F), and in the 

consequent 3 hours (12 hrs), the cubes fully grew into edge-sharp 

morphologies with uniform MoS2 coating all throughout (Fig. 1G). 

By sharing the same sulphur precursor (thiourea) and manipulating 

growth kinetics, the successful combination of materials synthesis 

and dopant has been realized in a single step, which could be 

extendable to other hierarchical nanostructures.  

The CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray material was fully 

characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectrum, high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and X-ray 

photoelectron spectrum (XPS). As shown in Fig. 2A, all peaks in the 

XRD patterns were sharp, which were assigned to pyrite-phase CoS2 

(JCPDS No. 41-1471) and Ti substrate (No. 65-9622),19 which 

suggested the good crystallinity of CoS2 and amorphous nature of 

MoS2. The Raman spectrum (Fig. 2B) from CoS2@MoS2 sample 

showed characteristic peaks at ~288 and ~394 cm-1 for CoS2 and the 

A1g mode at ~414 cm-1 for MoS2, evidencing the formation of 

MoS2.10, 21-24 The binding energy of the Mo 3d5/2 electron peak at 

229.5 eV (Fig. S2B) revealed the +4 oxidation state of Mo element, 

further confirming the formation of MoS2.
9, 11 The HRTEM image in 

Fig. 2C clearly showed the existence of crystal boundary and tight 

binding between the high-crystallized CoS2 nanocubes and 

amorphous MoS2 nanosheets, revealing the advantage of one-step 

hydrothermal synthesis. And the lattice fringe with interplanar 

spacing of ~0.554 nm arose from twice the (200) plane of pyrite-

phase CoS2. The HRTEM image (Fig. 2D and S3) recorded on 

amorphous MoS2 coating further demonstrated its layered but 

amorphous structure, by showing interlayer distance of ~0.615 nm. 

Elemental mapping using STEM on the conjugated zone of CoS2 

and MoS2 (Fig. 2E) confirmed the intimate contact between CoS2 

and MoS2 by showing homogeneous S element distribution, and 

more importantly, revealed the co-existance of Co element with 

MoS2, in spite of the relatively low-content as compared with CoS2 

(the bright zone in Co mapping data), indicating the Co-doping of 

MoS2.  

The CoS2@MoS2 layer on Ti substrate serves as a binder-free 

catalyst for electrochemical studies. For comparison, the HER 

activities of all the as-prepared electrocatalysts, including CoS2 

nanopyramids (SEM images in Fig. S4A and S4B), MoS2 nanosheets 

(SEM images in Fig. S4C and S4D) and CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical 

nanoarray, were investigated in a typical three-electrode cell setup 

with 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte, and Pt electrode was used as control. 

The IR-corrected polarization curves in Fig. 3A (measured current 

normalized by the geometrical area of the electrode and corrected by 

the solution resistance in Fig. 3B, and uncorrected polarization 

curves in Fig. S5) showed that the CoS2@MoS2 electrocatalyst 

exhibited much higher HER performance than CoS2 nanopyramid 

array and MoS2 nanosheet array. Using the overpotential at 10 mA 

cm-2 as standard, the CoS2@MoS2 sample is 68 mV higher than Pt, 

but 83 mV smaller than CoS2 nanoarray, and 115 mV better than 

MoS2 nanoarray. A very small onset potential (~44 mV) is observed 

based on the Tafel curve as shown in Fig. 3C, which was mainly 

attributed to the synergistic effect of Co-doping into amorphous 

MoS2 nanosheets, which further enrich the defect structure and 

activated some unreactive edge sites.11, 13, 14 An overpotential as low 

as ~110 mV was enough to generate HER cathodic current density to 

~10 mA cm-2 for the CoS2@MoS2 electrode, which is among the 

best record on sulphide-based HER electrodes.4, 6, 9, 19 

The overwhelming performance of CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical 

nanoarray for HER than CoS2 nanopyramid array and MoS2 

nanosheet array, could also be beneficial from the better electron 

transportation and higher electrochemically active surface area 

(ECSA). Obviously, as shown in the Nyquist plots (Fig. 3B), the 

reaction resistance for CoS2@MoS2 electrode is the smallest, less 

than 1 Ω, while the MoS2 electrode associated with poor 

conductivity displays the largest charge transfer resistance. Available 

electrochemical approach to estimate the effective ECSA of the 

solid-liquid interfaces is to measure the electrochemical double-layer 

capacitance (EDLC) extracted from the capacitive current as a 

function of scan rate.25-27 The EDLC values of CoS2@MoS2 

Fig. 1 (A) Optical image and (B) low-resolution SEM image of 

CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray; (C) schematic illustration of 

the growth process of CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray; (D, E, F 

and G) high-resolution SEM images of CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical 

nanoarray obtained for the reaction time at 3h, 6h, 9h and 12h. 

Fig. 2 (A) XRD pattern, (B) Raman spectrum, (C and D) high-

resolution TEM images and (E) elemental mapping of CoS2@MoS2 

hierarchical nanoarray. 
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nanoarray, MoS2 nanosheet array and CoS2 nanopyramid array, as 

shown in Fig. S6, were 12.03, 8.78 and 4.86 mF cm-2, respectively, 

which indicated that CoS2@MoS2 had the largest effective 

electrochemical area, which implied more active sites. Combining 

hierarchical structure and high surface area, as well as the Co-doping 

effect on MoS2, the CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray showed the 

best HER performance. 

The CoS2@MoS2 electrocatalyst was further evaluated by 

comparing the HER performance with MoS2 or CoS2 electrocatalysts 

in acidic media from the related literatures (Table S1).4, 6, 9, 13, 17, 19 It 

was revealed that the CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray possesses 

significantly higher HER activity than the catalysts reported 

previously.4, 6, 9, 13 Such higher HER electrocatalytic performance of 

the CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray material could be 

rationalized as follows: (1) the intimate contact among Ti foil, CoS2 

and MoS2, due to one-step hydrothermal synthesis, accelerates 

electron transport from substrate to catalyst layer during hydrogen 

evolution; (2) the high-crystallized pyrite-phase CoS2, as a metallic 

material with good conductivity,6, 20 also facilitates the carrier flow 

from the nanocubes to MoS2 nanosheets; (3) the hierarchical 

structure of CoS2@MoS2 nanoarray with increased effective surface 

area offers abundant active sites to promote the HER performance; 

(4) the porosity of hierarchical structure benefits the diffusion of the 

electrolyte into all the pores and thus more efficient use of active 

sites in CoS2 and MoS2; (5) the amorphous structure of MoS2 

produces abundant defect sites as HER electrocatalytic active sites;11, 

13 (6) the S-edges of MoS2 activated by Co-doping possess 

electrocatalytic activity to enhance the HER performance.13-15 

Stability is another very important criterion in evaluating 

electrocatalysts for commercial applications.3, 9 The durability of the 

CoS2@MoS2 electrocatalyst in an acidic environment was performed 

by taking continuous cyclic voltammograms at an accelerated 

scanning rate of ~30 mV s-1 for 2000 cycles. As shown in Fig. 3D, 

no obvious decay of the activity is observed based on the 

polarization curves before and after 2000 cycles, which could be 

attributed to the tight binding between the active material and 

substrate by the one-step hydrothermal method. The SEM image of 

CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray after cycling (the inset of Fig. 

3D) shows essentially the same surface structure, further confirming 

the robustness of the electrode. And the adhesive force as low as 

~9.31 µN for the CoS2@MoS2 electrode (Fig. S7) benefits the 

release of as-formed H2 bubbles and the stability of the surface of 

electrode.3, 4 As displayed in Fig. S8, S9 and S10, the XRD patterns, 

Raman spectra and XPS spectra with no phase changes as a result of 

HER electrocatalysis demonstrate the chemical stability of 

CoS2@MoS2 grown on Ti foil. To probe long-term stability under 

acidic condition, the CoS2@MoS2 material was assessed over 15 

hours under a constant potential. It’s worth noting that, as shown in 

Fig. S11, the current density has retained almost 93.5% after the 15-

h testing, suggesting the great potential of replacing noble metals 

used in practical applications for hydrogen evolution.   

Conclusions 

The CoS2@MoS2 hierarchical nanoarray, as a non-noble metal 

cathodic HER electrocatalyst in acidic environment, were 

directly grown on Ti foil via a simple and facile hydrothermal 

method. The CoS2@MoS2 electrode exhibited ultrahigh HER 

activity, and worked extremely stable after 2000 cycles. The 

excellent performance could be ascribed to the novel 

hierarchical structure, tight binding between catalysts and 

substrate, metallic property of pyrite-phase CoS2 and 

intrinsically electrocatalytic activity of amorphous Co-doped 

MoS2. The fabrication of earth-abundant-based hierarchical 

nanoarray materials could inspire the functional design of other 

related hierarchical electrodes which are potential ready for 

practical applications. 
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